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how instagram algorithm works (2022) is an overwritten workflow diagram and meme 
printed on recycled paper table sets for Restaurant Chrämerhuus (5 variations) as 
well as an installative IRL ("In Real Life") transposition of this same meme to a vitrine 
using window markers, window paint and plexiglass. 
 
The original image is a workflow diagram that depicts the order in which an algorithm 
interacts with posts and that shows how this interaction influences the reach of the 
post. One version of this image was posted to Facebook by user Digital Yogesh in 
April 2020. Serving as guide for businesses, the diagram gives rudimentary insight 
into the mechanisms that influence the visibility of posts. 
 
The meme how instagram algorithm works posted in 2020, is a surreal meme1 in 
which the meme-maker has replaced the steps in the workflow with references to the 
surreal meme universe such as “Door”2, “The Orb”3 and contains “Surreal Speak”4. 
While some of these steps are mundane, funny or ridiculous, the step “You summon 
the Demons of Selzar”5 is a reference to fictional entities whose myth involves 
sexism and rape culture. 
 
In her piece how instagram algorithm works (2022), artist and writer Laura Paloma, 
overwrites the meme posted in 2020 with texts she has collected in the Instagram 
community “Same Picture Everyday Accounts”6. She erases certain references to 
the precedent surreal meme whilst keeping others. Her wish is to modify, change, 
and appropriate the image, its narrative and meaning, acknowledging the 
impossibility of erasing or completely subverting past references and violence(s) 
contained within it. The low resolution of the image on the table set testifies to the 
genealogy of the image and its motion through contexts and meaning.  

The workflow diagram, similar to the algorithm, predicts, orders, structures, and 
constructs realities, influencing the behavior of machines and humans. The piece 
how instagram algorithm works hint to secret and opaque systems as well as 
question the specific use of language and semantics in different internet meme 
communities.  

 

 
1 Surreal memes are memes with a specific surreal visual style, content, language (Surreal Speak), surreal humor and neo-
dada themes. Most take place “in extraterrestrial plane like space” and “most characters can live in the vacuum of space, 
gravity is not normally active, and many characters regularly defy traditional Newtonian physics”. Surreal memes are 
purposefully difficult to understand, even more so for “mere mortals” or “normies” (people who are not familiar with the surreal 
meme universe). https://surrealmemes.fandom.com/wiki/Surreal_Memes 
2 https://surrealmemes.fandom.com/wiki/Door 
3 https://surrealmemes.fandom.com/wiki/The_Orb 
4 “Surreal Speak is usually written in the Latin script, but diacritics, math symbols and zalgo text are frequently used.” 
https://surrealmemes.fandom.com/wiki/Surreal_Speak 
5 https://filthy-frank.fandom.com/wiki/The_Demons_of_Selzar 
6 An Instagram meme community where (mostly) teenagers post the same picture every day. Laura Paloma joined in May 2022 
with her account @same_pic_of_fish_everyday. 
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